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Abstract: DCworth defined normal (upper semicontinuous) functions in [ 2]. and used t 
to describe the Dedekind completion of C*(X), the Iattice of bounded continu 
functions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X. In this paper we present r- 
ties of normal functions which enable us to view certain sets of normal functio 
Baire space as direct limits of sets of continuous functions. This provides various ~~eratj~n~ o 
normal functions and, in turn, a connection with some of the rings studied by Fine et al. in [ 3 1. 
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et X be a topological sp-;rce an 
pactification of th 
the limit superior of at x by setting 
. Hardy, On nomu! finctims 
obtained two useful characterizations of bounded, nor- 
following s nts of these results have been modi- 
ctions e unbounded. 
n use function p on is normal iff for each x E X, 
:pen set U containing x, thlere exists a non-void open set 
9) .> A for all y f I/‘. 
is regular open if int (c:l(E!) = E. Equivalently, E is re- 
if E is the interior of a closed r;et. P subset is regular closed if 
lement of a regular open set. 
An USC function “p on X is normal iff for each X E j?, 
) union of regular closed sets. 
2 that a set A is regular closed iff it:; cha- 
tic 1, is normal. The following result extends a well 
ert!: 0f continuous functions to normal functions. 
normal functions 01:: X and pr = g2 on a 
X c q2 (x) for some .Y cz X\ W and X E I?. 
en set U containini r Gth pr (y) < X for aIll 
rnplies there exists . non-void open set 
y CF V. Thus, for any z E V r’ W we have 
& is a contradiction, By reversing the r&s of q1 and 
e, ti:e prool is !=omplete. 
11 will show iit& normality is actu- 
al fun~tior~ on S 
!wppme ‘$7 is Norma 
con. haining x . The 
owever, V n k5 ,@-I 
completers the proof. 
rc dense subspace may or may not preserv\: .norn~a~j 
[O, 11, a discrete subspace preserves formality, 
he Cantor set Ckils to preserve normaMy e 
An USC function q on a dense subspace FV f X may kt! extende 
USC function p on X by setting 
We -will refer f,o p as the extension of “p by lim sup. 
tending a normal function on It/ to a normal functi 
a l.5. For any normal function on a dense subspace of e ex- 
tension ‘to X by Iim sup is norlmal on X. 
roof. Lemma 1.3 ensures that any normal exknsion is unique. 
a norms1 function on the dense subspace W G _A’. Since 9 is ufc on 
ex?ension 37 by lim sup is use on X, We now shcw that 
sider x E X and an arbitrary open set Cf contaking x, 1 
X E R then, by the definition of $J there exists a pc4nt p 
that q(p) > X + 6 for some 6 $ 8. Now +Q is normal iHI 
non-void open set V U with (p(j) > X + 6 for all 
thermore, if y E v \ and N is any neighbourhoo 
non-void so that 
US &_I*) 2 X + 6 > X, and hence i@) :> X for all y E V, 
the proof, 
ernma 1.6. For e:;ample, 
- = if x is irraticJna1 and 
~3, ,.s R-valued on a dense 
d normal functions on X 
e functions in W(X) v rh ich assume real values 
consiidler N(X) partia ly or,dered in the usual 
anner, thrr:n following can be provzd. 
.I f f’X is dense in Y and q E N(X) then ~3 + q is an isomorph- 
artiaEly or&,! ed sets N(X) and N(Y) which carries DN(Xj onto 
a I .5 shoves that ~3 E N(X) has a unique normal extension q 
ma 1 A ensures that the restrictions of normal functions 
s are normal. Since q J, ~clcarly preseme<; order with order 
e, the first part is prove& Fiinally, Eenlma 11.6 implies 
(Yj is R-valued on a dense open set irz Y so that 
functions in DIV~X) will be denoted by BAT(X). It readily 
is dense in Y t’hen the mapping q + p iLs an isomorphism 
ordered sets BN(Xj (and 1?iV(Yji. 
functions 
&n dense. The cla$s 
countable intersec- 
aire spaces is exten- 
tel!s regular) pseudo 
it can be s 
tinuous function on 
For a Baire srace X, let G(X) be the 
Then G(Y) is a Q.-filter base on X since 
intersect ions. 
For each W E G(X) let C(W) (respectively C(W)) d:nl 
R-valued (respectively R-valued) continuous functiors on 
function fE C(W) has a unique normal extension T(tYre 
sup) to A;’ and the mapping f + J’defines an injection $?{ 
iff, E c(Wl)l_f2 E c( W2) and there is W E G(X), W !;. IV, n 
f2 on W .:hen fi = j=$ Furthermore, every function v t I 
Gfi c;et 0:’ continuity points in X so that 48 
H:n the same way, there are inje 
the arguments for N(X) apply with the exce 
be invoked to show 
shown that N(X) = 
are taken over all W E G(X) and - 
tidies twII:> functions if they agree o 
intersect ion of their domains. 
This rlzpresentation of N(X) and DN(X) now leads :,o t 
Let P denote the category (e.g., see [ 81 j of partially c rd 
der presc:rGng mappings.‘If to each W E G(X) is a 
in P ones obtains a direct system @(IJU))~~~(~ 
restrictions TV W : C(C~+C(W),cfor 17, WEC( 
mappings Fv, are embeddings which are camp 
C(W) + Y(X). Similarly, (C( IV)),, Is(xI is a direct 
the restriciions yVW : C(V) + C( IV) and these mappings) are agai 
ible with\ the injections C(W) + UN(X). 
ing : 
In particular, if C is the czategory of lattices and lattice homomorph- 
isms then N(X] is a lattice. In fact, t 
determined pointwise fix countable meets an 
) since the latter is a 
by lim sup. 
Simple e:.amples how that the normal functions are not closed under 
pointwise a&braic operations on X. owever, if C is the category of 
lattice ordered t?-algebras and struct preserving horn omorphisms then 
DN(X) isI a lattice ordered R-algebra in which the operations are detor- 
m-inzd by pointwise operations on a set in G(X). 
he subset BN(X) is the subalgebra nd sublattice of all elements in 
) kxrnded by constants. Let C*(W) denote tht: algebra of bounded 
Its in C(W) together with the sup norm. Then BN(X) is the direct 
Iimit of the d.irel:t system (C*cW))W,,(,,. Here, the restrictions rFw: 
(iv) -+ C*(W) are Aso norm isometries. The operations on Cauchy 
sequences in SR;‘(X) may be performed on a member of G(X), and 
hence we obtain completeness thus showing that BN(A.3 is a Banach 
algebra over R. 
The restriction to the class of Baire spaces may be lifted in the follow- 
ing manner: Let X be an arbitrary corn letely regular Hausdorff space 
Stone-&h corn nactification /.3X* roposition 1.7 shows that N(.Y) 
[#IX) are isomorphic as partially ordered sets and SO N(X) is a lat- 
ere is an isomorphisrn ) of lattice 01 
(X) isometrically 0 
%t, Proposition shows that the rings o(x) and g*(X) have a realiz 
titi.: iln which their elements are actual functions on X’. Their operations, 
altkugh not pointwise everywhere, are at least determined by pointwise 
operatiisns on dense G, sets in cr;lY (in general), The functions in DN( 
which are continuous on dense open sets correspond ts the element 
Q(X). 
By translating Theorem 4.8 in [ 31 we have that D>!(X) is the maxim 
ring of quotients of BN(X). Finally, BN(X) is the cut extearsion (= com- 
pletion as a vector lattice [ 71) of C*(X) ([ and (barring measurable 
cardinals) DN(X) is the cut extension of C iff X is discre;k ([4]). 
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